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Abstract. A challenging problem faced by researchers and developers of dis-
tributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems is devising and implementing ef-
fective adaptive resource management strategies that can meet end-to-end qual-
ity of service (QoS) requirements in varying operational contexts. This paper
presents three contributions to research on adaptive resource management for
DRE systems. First, we describe the structure and functionality of the Hybrid
Adaptive Resource-management Middleware (HyARM), which provides advanced
distributed resource management based on hybrid control theoretic techniques
to monitor system utilization and adapt to fluctuations in workload. Second, we
present an analytical model of HyARM that formalizes the control theoretic be-
havior of HyARM and conveys the relationship between the system resource uti-
lization and application QoS. Third, we highlight the adaptive behavior of HyARM
via experiments on a DRE multimedia system that distributesvideo in real-time.
Our results indicate that the HyARM yields predictable, stable, and high system
performance, even in the face of fluctuating workload and resource availability.

1 Introduction

Real-time and embedded systems have traditionally been designed for contexts where
operational conditions, input workloads, and resource availability are knowna priori,
and are subject to little or no change at run-time. In suchclosedenvironments, conven-
tional scheduling techniques, such as rate monotonic scheduling [1], are often effective
in allocating and managing system resources. There is increasing demand, however, to
introduce moreadaptivecapabilities indistributedreal-time and embedded (DRE) sys-
tems, such as autonomous air surveillance, total ship computing environments and hot
rolling mills, that execute inopenenvironments where system operational conditions,
input workload, and resource availability cannot be characterized accuratelya priori.
In suchopenenvironments, conventional scheduling techniques are often ineffective
at managing system resources, due to their inability to modify allocations at run-time
based on resource availability and requirements. Resourcemanagement for open DRE
systems therefore need mechanisms thatadaptto dynamic changes in resource avail-
ability and requirements.

Achieving end-to-end real-time quality of service (QoS) isparticularly important
for open DRE systems that face resource constraints, such aslimited computing power
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and network bandwidth. Over-utilization of these system resources can yield unpre-
dictable and unstable behavior, whereas under-utilization can yield excessive system
cost. A promising approach to meeting these end-to-end QoS requirements effectively,
therefore, is to develop and applyadaptive middleware[2, 3], which is software whose
functional and QoS-related properties can be modified either

– Statically, e.g., to reduce footprint, leverage capabilities that exist in specific plat-
forms, enable functional subsetting, and minimize hardware/software infrastructure
dependencies, or

– Dynamically, e.g., to optimize system responses to changing environments or re-
quirements, such as changing component interconnections,power-levels, CPU and
network bandwidth availability, latency/jitter; and workload.

In open DRE systems, adaptive middleware must make such modifications depend-
ably, i.e., while meeting stringent end-to-end QoS requirements, which requires the
specification and enforcement of upper and lower bounds on system resource utilization
to ensure effective use of system resources. To meet these requirements, we have devel-
oped theHybrid Adaptive Resource-management Middleware(HyARM), which is an
open-source1 distributed resource management middleware that helps ensure efficient,
flexible, and predictable adaptive resource management, which is key to supporting the
requirements of open DRE systems.

HyARM is based on hybrid control theoretic techniques [4]. Hybrid control tech-
niques provide a theoretical framework for designing control of complex system with
both continuous and discrete dynamics. In our case study, the task of adaptive resource
management is to control the utilization of the different resources, which are described
by continuous variables. We achieve that by adapting the resolution, which is modeled
as a continuous variable, and by changing the frame-rate andthe compression, which
are modeled by discrete actions. We have implemented HyARM atop The ACE ORB
(TAO) [5], which is an implementation of the Real-time CORBAspecification [6].

This paper shows how we applied HyARM to an emergency response and surveil-
lance multimedia system to support its resource managementrequirements by modi-
fying video qualities, such as compression scheme, pictureresolution, and frame rate.
Ensuring end-to-end performance for this DRE system is hardin the face of limited
computing and network resources. Our results show that (1) HyARM ensures effec-
tive system resource utilization and (2) end-to-end QoS requirements of higher priority
applications are met, even in the face of fluctuations in workload.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2describes the archi-
tecture, functionality, and resource utilization model ofour DRE multimedia system
case study; Section 3 explains the structure and functionality of HyARM; Section 4
presents a formal model of the resource management challenges in our case study; Sec-
tion 5 evaluates the adaptive behavior of HyARM via experiments on our multimedia
system case study; Section 6 compares our research on HyARM with related work; and
Section 7 presents concluding remarks.

1 The code and examples for HyARM are available atwww.dre.vanderbilt.edu/
∼nshankar/HyARM/.



2 Case Study: DRE Multimedia System

This section describes the architecture and QoS requirements of our DRE multimedia
system that contains two classes of applications (1)QoS-enabledand best-effort. In
these applications, remote receivers are updated via base stations with real-time video
of subjects of interest captured by unmanned air vehicles (UAVs). We use this system
as a case study to motivate the design of HyARM described in Section 3 and provide
the context for our empirical results described in Section 5.
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Fig. 1.DRE Multimedia System Architecture

DRE multimedia system architecture.The architecture for our DRE multimedia system
is shown in Figure 1 and consists of the following entities:

– Data source (video capture by UAV), where video is captured (related to subject
of interest) by camera(s) on each UAV, followed by encoding of raw video using a
specific encoding scheme and transmitting video to the next stage in the pipeline.

– Data distributor (base station), where the video is processed to remove noise,
followed by retransmission of the processed video to the next stage in the pipeline.

– Sinks (command and control center), where the received video is again processed
to remove noise, then decoded and finally rendered to end userdisplays.

These entities interact via the following pipeline of tasks: (1) video capture by cameras
on the UAV, (2) encoding of the captured video, (3) transmission of video to a base
station, (4) filtering of received video to remove noise, (5)transmission of processed
video to receivers, and (6) presenting the received video toend-users via a graphical
display.

Advances in video encoding and compression techniques [7–10] have made sig-
nificant improvement the the mechanism used to (de)compressvideo. Common video
compression schemes are MPEG-1 [11], MPEG-2 [12], Real Video, and MPEG-4 [13]
yield high quality compressed video . Each compression scheme is characterized by its
resource requirement,e.g., the computational power to (de)compress the video signal,
amount of network bandwidth required to transmit the compressed video signal. Prop-
erties of the compressed video, such as resolution and frame-rate determine both the
quality and the resource requirement of the video.



QoS requirements in DRE multimedia system.Our multimedia system case study has
the following end-to-end real-time QoS requirements:

– Latency, which should be minimized for end-users to view good quality full-
motion video. Increased latency leads to delivery of stale video, which is unde-
sirable.

– Inter-frame delay, also known as jitter, which impacts the smoothness and the
clarity of the video. Due to the timeliness constraints on live video, however, our
case study does not apply delayed buffering techniques [14,15] to reduce jitter.
Earlier studies [16, 17] have shown that human eyes can perceive delays more than
200ms, which we use as the upper bound on jitter for our case study.

– Frame rate, which determines the quality of the video [16]. Full motionpicture
is typically rendered at 30Hz, but smooth video with frame rate above 15Hz is
acceptable for the applications in our multimedia system. Video of lower frame
rates are not as smooth, but can be used as long as other qualities (such as latency
and picture resolution) are acceptable.

– Picture resolution (in pixels), which determines the quality of the video image.
Video of lower resolution results in smaller picture and of lower clarity. Resolution
should serve the purpose for which it is used,e.g., video for emergency response
and surveillance should be clear and large enough to distinguish various subjects of
interest.

The QoS requirements described above can be classified as being eitherhardor soft.
Hard QoS requirements should be met by the underlying systemat all times, whereas
soft QoS requirements can be missed occasionally.2 For our case study, we treat QoS
requirements such as latency and jitter as harder QoS requirements and strive to meet
these requirements at all times. In contrast, we treat QoS requirements such as video
frame rate, picture resolution, and depth of image as softerQoS requirements and mod-
ify these video properties adaptively to handle dynamic changes in resource availability
effectively.

DRE multimedia system resources.There are two primary types of resources in our
DRE multimedia system: (1)processorsthat provide computational power available at
the UAVs, base stations, and end receivers and (2)network linksthat provide commu-
nication bandwidth between UAVs, base stations, and end receivers. Resource require-
ments and availability of these types of resources are subjected to the following types
of dynamic changes:

– The computing power required by the video capture and encoding task depends on
dynamic factors, such as speed of the UAV, speed of the subject (if the subject is
mobile), and distance between UAV and the subject.

– The wireless network bandwidth available to transmit videocaptured by UAVs to
base stations also depends on dynamic factors, such as the speed of the UAVs and
the relative distance between UAVs and base stations. The bandwidth of the link

2 Although hard andsoft are often portrayed as two discrete requirement sets, in practice they
are usually two ends of a continuum ranging from “softer” to “harder” rather than disjoint
points.



between the base station and the end receiver is limited, butmore stable than the
bandwidth of the wireless network.

Two classes of applications –QoS-enabledand best-effort– use the multimedia
system infrastructure described above to transmit video totheir respective receivers.
QoS-enabled applications has higher priority over best-effort class. In our case study,
emergency response applications belong to QoS-enabled class and surveillance appli-
cations belong to best-effort class. Computing and bandwidth resources are allocated
during system initialization for each class of application. For example, since a video
stream from an emergency response application is of higher importance than a video
stream from a surveillance application, it should receive more resources end-to-end.

In our multimedia system, resource utilization by applications are interdependent,
i.e., increase (or decrease) in CPU resource utilization by the application results in cor-
responding increase (or decrease ) in network resource utilization. Since resource avail-
ability significantly affects application QoS, we usecurrent resource utilizationas the
primary indicator of system performance. We refer to the current level of system re-
source availability as thesystem condition. Based on this definition, we can classify
system conditions as being eitherunder, over, or effectivelyutilized.

Under-utilization of system resources occurs when the current resource utilization
is lower than the desired lower bound on resource utilization. In this system condition,
large amounts of residual system resources (i.e., network bandwidth and computational
power) are available after meeting end-to-end QoS requirements of applications. These
residual resources can be used to increase the QoS of the applications. For example,
residual CPU and network bandwidth can be used to deliver better quality video (e.g.,
with greater resolution, higher frame rate, and higher depth of image) to end receivers.

Over-utilization of system resources occurs when the current resource utilization is
higher than the desired upper bound on resource utilization. This condition can arise
from loss of network bandwidth, loss of computing power at base station, end receiver
or at UAV, or may be due to an increase in resource demanded by the application.
Over-utilization is generally undesirable since the quality of the received video (such
as resolution and frame rate) and timeliness properties (such as latency and jitter) are
degraded and may result in an unstable (and thus ineffective) system.

Effective resource utilization is the desired system condition since it ensures that
end-to-end QoS requirements of the UAV-based multimedia system are met and utiliza-
tion of both system resources,i.e., network bandwidth and computational power, are
within their desired utilization bounds. Section 3 describes techniques we applied to
achieve effective utilization, even in the face of fluctuating resource availability.

3 Overview of HyARM

This section describes the architecture of theHybrid Adaptive Resource-management
Middleware(HyARM), which is an adaptive middleware for distributed resource man-
agement. HyARM employs advanced hybrid control theoretic techniques [4] to ensure
efficient and predictable system performance by providing adaptive resource manage-
ment, including monitoring of system resources and enforcing bounds on application
resource utilization.
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HyARM structure and functionality.HyARM is composed of three types of entities
shown in Figure 2 and described below:

– Resource monitorsobserve the overall resource utilization for each type of re-
source and resource utilization per application. In our multimedia system, there
are resource monitors for CPU utilization and network bandwidth. CPU monitors
observe the CPU resource utilization of UAVs, base station,and end receivers. Net-
work bandwidth monitors observe the network resource utilization of (1) network
between UAVs and the base station and (2) physical link between the base station
and end receivers.

– The central controller maintains the system resource utilization below a desired
bound by (1) processing periodic updates it receives from resource monitors and
(2) modifying the execution of applications accordingly,e.g., by using different ex-
ecution algorithms or operating the application with increased/decreased QoS. This
adaptation process ensures that system resources are utilized efficiently and end-to-
end application QoS requirements are met. In our multimediasystem, the HyARM
controller determines the value of application parameters, such as (1) video com-
pression schemes, such as Real Video and MPEG-4, and/or (2) frame rate, and (3)
picture resolution. From the perspective of hybrid controltheoretic techniques [4],
the different video compression schemes and frame rate formthediscrete variables
of application execution and picture resolution forms thecontinuous variables.

– Application adapters modify application execution according to parameters rec-
ommended by the controller and ensure that the operation of the application is in
accordance the recommended parameters. In our multimedia system, the applica-
tion adapter ensures that the video is encoded at the recommended frame rate and
resolution using the specified compression scheme.

HyARM adapts to changes in resource requirements and availability by (1) online
monitoring of resource utilization (via resource monitors), (2) dynamically modifying
resource utilization by modifying application parameters(via the central controller),
and (3) enforcing bounds on application resource utilization by operating the applica-
tions at above computed parameters (via application adapters). For example, network



monitors observe the utilization of network bandwidth and notify the central controller
about any increases/decreases in bandwidth utilization. Depending on changes in re-
source utilization, the central controller can decrease orincrease the QoS of lower and
higher priority applications. The central controller modifies the video parameters and
notifies the corresponding application adapter with the revised application parameters
so it can modify the application operation accordingly.

Applying HyARM to the Multimedia System Case StudyHyARM is built atop of TAO [5],
which is a widely used open-source implementation of Real-time CORBA [6]. HyARM
is a middleware that enables adaptive resource management for DRE systems. HyARM
can be applied to ensure predictable, efficient, and adaptive resource management of
any DRE system where resource availability and/ requirements are subject to dynamic
change.

Figure 3 shows the interaction of various parts of the DRE multimedia system de-
veloped with HyARM, TAO, and TAO’s A/V Streaming Service. TAO’s A/V Stream-
ing service is an implementation of of the CORBA A/V Streaming Service specifica-
tion [18]. TAO’s A/V Streaming Service is a QoS-enabled video distribution service that
can transfer video in real-time to one or more receivers. We use the A/V Streaming Ser-
vice to transmit the video from the UAVs to the end receivers via the base station. Three
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entities of HyARM, resource monitors, central controller,and application adapters are
built as CORBA servants, so they can be distributed throughout a DRE system. Re-
source monitors are remote CORBA objects that update the central controller with the
current resource utilization periodically via TAO. Application adapters are collocated
with applications since they interact closely.

As shown in Figure 3, UAVs compress the data using various compression schemes,
such as MPEG1, MPEG4, and Real Video and use TAO’s A/V streaming service to
transmit the video to end receivers. HyARM’s resource monitors continuously observe
the system resource utilization and notify central controller with the current resource
utilization. The base station is not included in the figure since the it only retransmits the
video received from UAVs to end receivers.



The interaction between the controller and the resource monitors uses the Observer
pattern [19]. When the controller receives resource utilization updates from monitors
it performs necessary modifications to application parameters and notifies application
adapter(s) via a remote operation call using TAO. Application adapter(s), that are col-
located with the application, modify the input parameters to the application, in our case
video encoder, to modify the application resource utilization and QoS. Table 1 sum-
marizes the number of lines of code of various entities in ourmiddleware and DRE
multimedia system case study.3

Entity Total Source Lines of Code
Multimedia System 157,191

HyARM 2,872
CORBA A/V Streaming Service 19,504

The ACE ORB (TAO) 258,902

Table 1.Source Lines of Code for Middleware and DRE Multimedia System

4 Formal Model of the DRE Multimedia System

This section presents a formal model of our distributed multimedia system case study
discussed in Section 2. We also present a formal model of the resource management
challenges of our case study and describe how these challenges are resolved using
HyARM by presenting a detailed analytical description of HyARM’s adaptive behav-
ior. This analytical model ensures that HyARM will restore the system utilization to the
desired state even during fluctuation in resource demand.

End-to-end system model.The multimedia system comprisesn applications{Ti | 1 ≤
i ≤ n}, executing onm resources{Rj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. The utilization of each resource
is monitored periodically and the sampling period is denoted by Ts. The utilization at
sampling periodk is specified asUj(k).4 We assume that a desired utilization set point

U
(s)
j of each resourceRj is specified. LetUs represent the desired utilization set point

of all system resources andU(k) represent the utilization of all resources at sampling
periodk. The objective of HyARM is to increase the utilizationU(k) while satisfying
the utilization bound described by the set pointUs even in the presence of dynamic
workload changes,(i.e)

max

m∑

j=1

Uj(k) | subject to Uj(k) ≤ Us
j {1 ≤ j ≤ m} (1)

During system startup, resources are allocated toQoS-enabledandbest-effortap-
plication classes by selecting desired utilization set points. For the QoS-enabled ap-
plications, we select the desired utilization set point forall resourcesUs

g and we have

3 Lines of source code was measured using SLOCCount.
4 We represent the utilization of all system resources byU that is a vector of sizem. U takes

values within[0, 1]m.



Us
g < Us (component wise). Due to changes in workload at runtime, HyARM controls

the resource utilization of thebest-effortclass of applications to achieve the system
objective outlined in equation 1. This objective is achieved by setting a time varying
utilization set point for thebest-effortclass defined by

Us
be(k) = max{(Us − Ug(k)), 0} (2)

The task of HyARM’s controller is to select application parameters (such as frame
rate, resolution, and compression scheme) dynamically to ensure that resource utiliza-
tion of each application class is close to the utilization set point of that class. The uti-
lization set point of theQoS-enabledclass is a constant, while utilization set point of
best-effortclass is time varying.

Resolution is a continuous parameter and can take values between [Smin , Smax],
(i.e) Smin ≤ S(k) ≤ Smax. HyARM achieves modification to resolution by mod-
ifying the width of the picture, and the length of the pictureis computed to main-
tain an aspect ration of 4:3. Frame-rate and compression scheme are discrete param-
eters and can take values from a fixed set,(i.e) F (k) ∈ {F 1, F 2, F 3, . . . , F p}, and
C(k) ∈ {C1, C2, C3, . . . , Cq}. Specifically, the controller employs change in resolu-
tion ∆S(k) as acontinuous control variable, and transitions between different frame
rates and compression schemes asdiscrete control variables.

4.1 System Dynamics

At sampling periodk, the contribution of the applicationTi to the utilization of resource
Rj by applicationTi is denoted asUj,i(k). The resource monitors observe these values
and update the central controller with the current values resource utilization,Uj,i(k).
The total resource utilization of resourceRj can therefore be written as

Uj(k) =

n∑

i=1

Uj,i(k) (3)

We now establish a dynamic model that characterizes the relationship between the
control inputsfrom the central controller to the application adapter,∆S(k), F (k), and
C(k) and the utilizationUj,i(k). The dynamics of the system,Uj(k), can be obtained
fromUj,i as shown by equation 3. The model is characterized byhybrid(continuous and
discrete) dynamics. As discussed below, the continuous dynamics represent the effect
of changes in resolution to the utilization for fixed frame rate and compression scheme,
whereas the discrete dynamics describe the utilization effect for changing either the
frame rate or the compression scheme.

Continuous dynamics.Let∆Si(k) = Si(k)−Si(k−1) denote the change in resolution
of applicationTi. The relationship between∆Si(k) and utilization of resourceRj by
applicationTi, Uj,i(k), for a fixed compression scheme and frame-rate, is as follows:

Uj,i(k + 1) = Uj,i(k) + gj,i,Fi(k),Ci(k) ∗ ∆Si(k) (4)

where theutilization gaingj,i,Fi(k),Ci(k) represents the estimated change in resource
utilization of applicationTi running on resourceRj for a unit change in resolution. In



general, the utilization gain is not constant and not knowna priori. We use an estimated
value that is obtained by profiling the system and monitoringthe change in resource
utilization of various resources for unit change in resolution. The controller is based on
this estimated value of the gain. Given that we employ feedback control loop, however,
we expect to obtain good performance for a reasonable varying gain.

There is a limit on the change in resource utilization that can be obtained by chang-
ing the resolution of the picture, and is limited by the minimum and maximum resolu-
tion,Smin

i , Smax
i . In contrast, changes in frame rate and compression scheme alter the

resource utilization and application QoS significantly. Ifdesired changes in resource
utilization cannot be achieved by modifying resolution, HyARM modifies frame rate
and/or the compression scheme as described next in the discrete dynamics discussion.

Discrete dynamics.Discrete dynamics describe the change in utilization by an applica-
tion by switching frame rates and/or the compression scheme. A combination of frame
rate and compression scheme makes up a discrete operationalstate of an application.
Thehybrid automataof an application is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Hybrid Automata Model of the Application

Each state in Figure 4 represents a compression scheme and a constant frame rate.
The error state indicates that the current resource utilization by the application is at
a maximum (or maximum), and therefore, cannot be further increased (or decreased).
Input to thehybrid automatais ∆U

′

j,i, the desired change in utilization of resourceRj

by applicationTi. A transition from one state to other indicates in change in frame-rate
and/or compression scheme, and therefore, results in a change in resource utilization.
Estimated change in resource utilization by the applicationTi as a result of the transition
is represented by∆Uj,i on each transition.



For example, the state{20 / M} indicates that the video is transmitted at 20 frames
per second and compressed using MPEG-4 compression scheme.A transition from{20
/ M} to {15 / R} indicates a modification in the video properties and reducesthe frame-
rate from 20 to 15 and modifies the compression scheme from MPEG-4 to Real Video.
The estimated change in resource utilization is given by theparameter∆Uj,i on the
transition from{20 /M} to {15 / R}. The relationship between the discrete transition
and application resource utilization is modeled as follows:

Uj,i(k + 1) = Uj,i(k) + ∆Uj,i,l,m (5)

where∆Uj,i,l,m is the estimated change in resource utilization of resourceRj by ap-
plicationTi as a result of the transition from statel to m. Value of∆Uj,i,l,m are not
constant and are obtained by profiling, similar to the utilization gaingj,i,Fi(k),Ci(k).

Equation 4, equation 5 and thehybrid automatashown in Figure 4 model thehybrid
dynamics of an applicationTi. At every time stepk HyARM modifies the continuous
parameter,∆S(k), or discrete parameters,F (k), C(k), of the application(s), if needed.

4.2 Modeling Adaptive Behavior in HyARM

The inputs to HyARM include (1) resource utilization set point for all m resources,
Us, (2) utilization set point for QoS-enabled class of applications,Us

g , (3) applications
with their minimum and maximum resolution, discrete set of frame-rate and compres-
sion scheme. Every sampling period, the controller of HyARMreceives the net uti-
lizationU(k) and utilization of each class of applicationUg(k), Ube(k) for all system
resources. Upon receiving the resource utilization, the controller, if needed, computes
the new set of application parameters (frame-rate, compression scheme, and resolution)
and notifies the corresponding application adapter(s). In response to this, the applica-
tion adapter(s) modifies input to the video encoder accordingly. The detailed layout of
the interaction of HyARM’s various entities and the DRE multimedia system is shown
in Figure 3.

In a DRE system containing many resources, such as our DRE multimedia system,
resource utilization of various resources may differ significantly. As a result, utilization
of certain resource may be within desired bounds whereas utilization of certain re-
sources may be below (or above) the desired bound. Every sampling periodk, HyARM
uses the following algorithm to determine whether the system is over-utilized or under-
utilized:

if ∃Rj | Uj(k) > Us
j {j = 1, 2, . . . , m} then

return over-utilized
else

if ∃Rj |Uj(k) < Us
j {j = 1, 2, . . . , m} then

return under-utilized
else

return efficient-utilized
end if

end if
HyARM responds to changes in resource availability and/or demand by reallocating

system resources to QoS-enabled and best-effort classes ofapplications as follows:



Over-utilization of system resources.To reduce the system resource utilization, HyARM
first identifies the resource,Rj , that is over-utilized to the maximum,(i.e),
j = arg(max{Uj(k) − Us

j }). To achieve a reduction in the utilization of resourceRj ,
HyARM then uses the following algorithm to compute the change in resource allocation
to QoS-enabled and/or best-effort class of applications.

if Uj,g(k) > Us
j,g then

∆Uj,g(k) = Us
j,g − Uj,g(k)

else
Us

j,be(k) = max{(Us
j − Uj(k)), 0}

∆Uj,be(k) = Us
j,be(k) − Uj,be(k)

end if

Under-utilization of system resources.To increase the system resource utilization,
HyARM first identifiesRj , the resource that is least under-utilized,(i.e),
j = arg(min{Us

j − Uj(k)}). To achieve an increase in the utilization of resourceRj ,
HyARM then uses the following algorithm to compute the change in resource allocation
to QoS-enabled and/or best-effort class of applications.

if Uj,g(k) < Us
j,g then

∆Uj,g(k) = Us
j,g − Uj,g(k)

else
Us

j,be(k) = max{(Us
j − Uj(k)), 0}

∆Uj,be(k) = Us
j,be(k) − Uj,be(k)

end if
HyARM’s central controller employs thehybrid dynamicsdescribed above to achieve

the above computed change in utilization (∆Uj,g and/or∆Uj,be) to compute the new set
of application parameters. Following this, the controllernotifies the corresponding ap-
plication adapters(s) with new set of application parameters. With the help of resource
monitors, central controller, and the application adapter, HyARM thus maintains system
resource utilization within the specified bounds.

5 Performance Results and Analysis

This section describes the testbed that provides the infrastructure for our DRE multi-
media system, which was used to evaluate the performance of HyARM. We then de-
scribe the experiments and analyze the results we obtained to empirically evaluate how
HyARM’s adaptive resource model from Section 4 behaves during under- and over-
utilization of system resources.

5.1 Overview of the Hardware and Software Testbed

Our experiments were performed on the University of Utah’s Emulab network testbed [20].
The hardware configuration is shown in Figure 5 and consists of two nodes acting as
UAVs, one acting as base station, and one as end receiver. Video from the two UAVs
were transmitted to a base station via a LAN. Network properties of the LAN were
chosen as follows: average packet loss ratio of 0.3 and bandwidth 1 Mbps (the network
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bandwidth was chosen to be 1 Mbps since each UAV in the DRE multimedia system is
allocated 250 Kbps). These parameters were chosen to emulate an unreliable wireless
network with limited bandwidth between the UAVs and the basestation.5 From the base
station, the video was retransmitted to the end receiver viaa wireline link of 10 Mbps
bandwidth.

The hardware configuration of all the nodes is 600 MHz Intel Pentium III processor,
256 MB physical memory, 4 Intel EtherExpress Pro 10/100 MbpsEthernet ports, and
13 GB hard drive. A real-time version of Linux – TimeSys Linux/NET 3.1.214 based
on RedHat Linux 9 – was used as the operating system for all nodes. The following
software packages were also used for our experiments:

– Ffmpeg 0.4.9-pre1, which is an open-source library (ffmpeg.sourceforge.
net/download.php) that compresses video into MPEG-2, MPEG-4, Real Video,
and many more video formats. This package encodes the video at the UAV(s), be-
fore transmitting to the base station. We used this library to compress video in
MPEG-4 and Real Video format for our experiments.

– Iftop 0.16, which is an open-source library (www.ex-parrot.com/∼pdw/iftop/)
we used to monitor network activity and bandwidth utilization. Iftop is built atop
of pcap and provides current network activity in a user interface similar to thetop
CPU monitor.

– ACE 5.4.3 + TAO 1.4.3, which is an open-source (www.dre.vanderbilt.
edu/TAO) implementation of the Real-time CORBA [6] specification upon which
HyARM is built. TAO provides the CORBA Audio/Video (A/V) Streaming Ser-
vice [18] that we use to transmit the video from the UAVs to endreceivers via the
base station.

5.2 DRE Multimedia System Experiment Configuration

Our experiment consisted of two (emulated) UAVs that simultaneously send video to
the base station using the experimentation setup describedin Section 5.1. At the base
station, video was retransmitted to the end receivers (without any modifications), where
it was stored to a file. Each UAV hosted two applications, one QoS-enabled application

5 Since the wireless testbed provided by Emulab is still work-in-progress and unstable, we sim-
ulated a wireless LAN using a physical LAN with the above specified network properties.



(emergency response), and one best-effort application (surveillance). Within each UAV,
computational poweris shared between the applications, while thenetwork bandwidth
is shared among all applications.

To evaluate the QoS provided by HyARM, we monitored CPU utilization at the two
UAVs, and network bandwidth utilization between the UAV andthe base station. CPU
resource utilization was not monitored at the base station and the end receiver since they
performed no computationally-intensive operations. The resource utilization of the 10
Mpbs physical link between the base station and the end receiver does not affect QoS
of applications and is not monitored by HyARM since the is nearly 10 times the 1 MB
bandwidth of the LAN between the UAVs and the base station. The experiment also
monitors properties of the video that affect determine the QoS of the applications, such
as (1) latency, (2) jitter, (2) frame rate, (4) resolution.

The set point on resource utilization for each resource was specified at 0.69, which is
the upper bound typically recommended by scheduling techniques, such as rate mono-
tonic algorithm [1]. Since studies [16, 17] have shown that human eyes can perceive
delays more than 200ms, we use this as the upper bound on jitter of the received video.
QoS requirements for each class of application is specified during system initialization
and is shown in Table 2.

Class ResolutionFrame RateLatency (msec )Jitter (msec)
QoS Enabled1024 x 768 25 30 200
Best-effort 320 x 240 15 50 250

Table 2.Application QoS Requirements

5.3 Empirical Results and Analysis

This section presents the results obtained from running theexperiment described in
Section 5.2 on our DRE multimedia system testbed. We used system resource utiliza-
tion as a metric to evaluate the adaptive resource management capabilities of HyARM
under varying input work loads. We also used application QoSas a metric to evaluate
HyARM’s capabilities to support end-to-end QoS requirements of the various classes
of applications in the DRE multimedia system. We analyze these results to explain the
significant differences in system performance and application QoS.

Comparison of system performance is decomposed into comparison of resource uti-
lization and application QoS. For system resource utilization, we compare (1) network
bandwidth utilization of the local area network and (2) CPU utilization at the two UAV
nodes. For application QoS, we compare mean values of video parameters, including
(1) picture resolution, (2) frame rate, (3) latency, and (4)jitter.

Comparison of resource utilization.Over-utilization of system resources in DRE sys-
tems can yield an unstable system. In contrast, under-utilization of system resources
increases system cost. Figure 6 presents the comparison of system resource utilization
with and without HyARM. Figure 6 shows that HyARM maintains system utilization
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Resource Utilization

close to the desired utilization set point during fluctuation in input work load by trans-
mitting video of higher (or lower) QoS for QoS-enabled (or best-effort) class of appli-
cations during over (or under) utilization of system resources. HyARM tries to achieve
the objective function outlined by equation 1 throughout the lifetime of the system by
lowering the utilization set point of best-effort class of applications, as per equation 2,
and ensuring resource requirements of QoS enabled applications are met.

Figure 6 shows that without HyARM, network utilization was as high as 0.9 dur-
ing increase in work load conditions, which is greater than the utilization set point of
0.7 by 0.2. As a result of over-utilization of resources, theQoS of the received video,
such as average latency and jitter, was affected significantly and system resources were
either under-utilized or over-utilized, both of which are undesirable. In contrast, with
HyARM, system resource utilization is always close to the desired set point, even during
fluctuations in application work load. During sudden fluctuation in application work-
load, system conditions may be temporarily undesirable, but are restored to the desired
condition within several sampling periods. Temporary over-utilization of resources is
permissible in our multimedia system since the quality of the video may be degraded
for a short period of time, though application QoS will be degraded significantly if poor
quality video is transmitted for a longer period of time.
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Comparison of application QoS.Figure 7 and Table 3 compare latency, jitter, reso-
lution, and frame-rate of the received video, respectively. Table 3 shows that HyARM
increases the resolution and frame video of QoS-enabled applications, but decreases the
resolution and frame rate of best effort applications. Resolution and frame rate of lower
priority applications are reduced toadaptto fluctuations in application work load and
to maintain the utilization of resources at the specified setpoint.

Source Picture Size / Frame Rate
With HyARM Without HyARM

UAV1 QoS Enabled Application1122 X 1496 / 25 960 X 720 / 20
UAV1 Best-effort Application 288 X 384 / 15 640 X 480 / 20

UAV2 QoS Enabled Application1126 X 1496 / 25 960 X 720 / 20
UAV2 Best-effort Application 288 X 384 / 15 640 X 480 / 20

Table 3.Comparison of Video Quality

Figure 7 shows how HyARM reduces the latency and jitter of thereceived video
significantly. These figures show that the QoS of QoS-enabledapplications is greatly
improved by HyARM. Although application parameters, such as frame rate and resolu-
tions, which affect thesoftQoS requirements of best-effort applications may be com-
promised, thehard QoS requirements, such as latency and jitter, of all applications are
met.

HyARM responds to fluctuation in resource availability and/or demand by constant
monitoring of resource utilization. As shown in Figure 6, when resources utilization in-
creases above the desired set point, HyARM lowers the utilization by reducing the QoS
of best-effort applications. This adaptation ensures thatenough resources are available
for QoS-enabled applications to meet their QoS needs. Figure 7 shows that the values
of latency and jitter of the received video of the system withHyARM are nearly half of
the corresponding value of the system without HyARM. With HyARM, values of these
parameters are well below the specified bounds, whereas without HyARM, these value
are significantly above the specified bounds due to over-utilization of the network band-
width, which leads to network congestion and results packetloss. HyARM avoids this
by reducing video parameters such as resolution and /or frame-rate, and /or modifying
the compression scheme used to compress the video.

Our conclusions from analyzing the experiments described above are that apply-
ing adaptive middleware via hybrid control theory to DRE system helps to (1) im-
prove application QoS, (2) increase system resource utilization, and (3) provide bet-
ter predictability (lower latency and inter-frame delay) to QoS-enabled applications.
These improvements are achieved largely due to monitoring of system resources, ef-
ficient system workload management, and adaptive resource provisioning by means
of HyARMS’s network/CPU resource monitors, application adapter, and central con-
troller, respectively.



6 Related Work

A number of control theoretic approaches have been applied to DRE systems recently.
These techniques aid in overcoming limitations with traditional scheduling approaches
that handle dynamic changes in resource availability ineffectively and yield in a rigidly
scheduled systems that adapt poorly to change. A survey of these techniques is pre-
sented in [21].

One such approach isfeedback control scheduling(FCS) [22–26]. FCS algorithms
dynamically adjust resource allocation by means of software feedback control loops.
FCS algorithms are modeled and designed using rigorous control-theoretic methodolo-
gies, and as a result, these algorithms provide robust and analytical performance as-
surances despite uncertainties. Although existing FCS algorithms have shown promise,
existing algorithms often assume that the system has continuous control variable(s)
that can continuously be adjusted. While this assumption holds for certain classes of
systems, there are many classes of DRE systems, such as avionics and total-ship com-
puting environments that only support a finite a priori set ofdiscrete configurations. The
control variables in such systems are therefore intrinsically discrete.

HyARM handles both continuous control variables, such as picture resolution, and
discrete control variable, such as discrete set of frame-rates. HyARM can therefore be
applied to system that support continuous and/or discrete set of control variables. The
DRE multimedia system as described in Section 2 is an exampleDRE system that offers
both continuous (picture resolution) and discrete set (frame-rate) of control variables.
These variables are modified by HyARM to achieve efficient resource utilization and
improved application QoS.

CAMRIT [3] applies control theoretic approaches to ensure transmission deadlines
of images over an unpredictable network link and also presents analytic performance
assurance that the transmission deadlines are met. CAMRIT monitors the TCP buffer
length and is used as an indicator of current network bandwidth availability. to meet the
transmission deadlines, CAMRIT modifies application properties, such asquality factor
of the JPEG image compression scheme. Although this approach is similar to the adap-
tation mechanisms of HyARM, CAMRIT monitors and performs resource management
only for one resource, the network, and handles only one QoS requirement, transmis-
sion deadline. HyARM providesadaptiveresource management of multiple resources
simultaneously, such as CPU utilization of multiple hosts and multiple network links. In
addition, HyARM also supports differentiated classes of services to applications based
on their relative priority that is not supported by CAMRIT.

Quality of Service for Objects (QuO) [27] is an open-source middleware framework
that provides a bridge between QoS capabilities offered by the underlying network and
QoS requirements of the application. QuO translates application QoS requirements into
network and endsystem QoS parameters and relies on the underlying network and mid-
dleware infrastructure to handle fluctuations in resource availability and /or demand.
Although the architecture of QuO is similar to that of HyARM,adaptation decisions in
HyARM, such as modification of application parameters and resource (re)allocation to
applications, are based on advanced hybrid theoretic modelthat captures the dynam-
ics of the system. Therefore, HyARM handles fluctuation in resource availability /or



demands in a graceful manner and ensures that utilization ofthe system resources are
below the desired bounds within a finite period of time.

7 Concluding Remarks

Many distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems demand end-to-end quality of
service (QoS) enforcement from their underlying platformsto operate correctly. These
systems increasingly run in open environments, where resource availability is subject
to dynamic change. To meet end-to-end QoS in dynamic environments, DRE systems
can benefit from an adaptive middleware that monitors systemresources, performs ef-
ficient application workload management, and enable efficient resource provisioning to
executing applications.

Resource management mechanisms based on control theoretictechniques are emerg-
ing as a promising solution to handle the challenges of applications with stringent end-
to-end QoS executing in DRE systems. These mechanisms enable adaptiveresource
management capabilities in DRE systems andadapt gracefully to fluctuation in re-
source availability and application resource requirementat run-time.

This paper described an adaptive middleware called HyARM that provides effective
resource management to DRE systems. HyARM employs hybrid control techniques to
provide the adaptive middleware capabilities, such as resource monitoring and applica-
tion adaptation, that are key to providing the dynamic resource management capabili-
ties for open DRE systems. We employed HyARM to a representative DRE multimedia
system that is implemented using Real-time CORBA and the CORBA A/V Streaming
Service.

We evaluated the performance of HyARM in a system composed ofthree distributed
resources and two classes of applications with two applications each. Our empirical re-
sults indicate that HyARM ensures efficient resource utilization by maintaining the re-
source utilization of system resources within the specifiedutilization bounds. HyARM
also ensures QoS requirements of QoS-enabled applicationsare met at all times ensures
efficient, predictable, and adaptive resource management for DRE systems.

The lessons learned by applying hybrid control theoretic approach to resource man-
agement to DRE systems thus far include:

– Hybrid control theoretic approaches yield in anadaptiveresource management
middleware that can handle fluctuations in resource availability and/or demand in a
graceful manner. Analytical design of middleware yields inan implementation that
is correct by construction.

– In a DRE system with heterogeneous resources, achieving efficient utilization of
all system resources may not be possible, as some parts of thesystem may be over
engineered that the rest of the system. In our multimedia thephysical network link
between the base station and the end receiver was over-provisioned compared to the
wireless link between the UAVs and the base station. This resource was therefore
under-utilized for the entire system lifetime.

– Developing applications that have various parameters thatcan be fine tuned in or-
der to modify the application operation and utilization of system resources aid in



achieving higher QoS of applications. This also enables in maintaining the system
resource utilization within the desired bounds.

– The current design of HyARM features a centralized controller. Although the re-
sults in Section 5 show that this approach is feasible for a DRE system with small
number of resources and applications, a centralized approach will not be scal-
able for a larger DRE systems. We therefore plan to extend thecurrent design of
HyARM to feature a distributed and/or hierarchical controller.

DRE systems are increasingly being used for mission-critical applications that op-
erate in hostile environments and are subjected to constantQoS attacksthat aim at sig-
nificantly degrade the performance of the system, which results in significant degrades
of QoS of these mission critical applications. These attacks often results in loss of sys-
tem resources. In future work, we will extend HyARM to detectsuch attacks early and
prevent them from reducing the QoS of mission critical applications.
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